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Abstract

Natural language descriptions of user interface

(UI) elements such as alternative text are cru-

cial for accessibility and language-based inter-

action in general. Yet, these descriptions are

constantly missing in mobile UIs. We pro-

pose widget captioning, a novel task for auto-

matically generating language descriptions for

UI elements from multimodal input including

both the image and the structural representa-

tions of user interfaces. We collected a large-

scale dataset for widget captioning with crowd-

sourcing. Our dataset contains 162,859 lan-

guage phrases created by human workers for

annotating 61,285 UI elements across 21,750

unique UI screens. We thoroughly analyze the

dataset, and train and evaluate a set of deep

model configurations to investigate how each

feature modality as well as the choice of learn-

ing strategies impact the quality of predicted

captions. The task formulation and the dataset

as well as our benchmark models contribute a

solid basis for this novel multimodal caption-

ing task that connects language and user inter-

faces.

1 Introduction

Mobile apps come with a rich and diverse set of

design styles, which are often more graphical and

unconventional compared to traditional desktop ap-

plications. Language descriptions of user interface

(UI) elements—that we refer to as widget captions—

are a precondition for many aspects of mobile UI

usability. For example, accessibility services such

as screen readers, e.g., Talkback (2019), rely on

widget captions to make UI elements accessible to

visually impaired users via text-to-speech technolo-

gies. Importantly, widget captions are an enabler

for many language-based interaction capabilities
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Figure 1: Widget captioning is a task to generate lan-

guage descriptions for UI elements that miss captions,

given multimodal input of UI structures and screenshot

images. These captions are crucial for accessibility and

language-based interaction in general.

such as voice commands and general screen under-

standing efforts.

However, a significant portion of mobile apps

today lack widget captions in their user interfaces,

which have stood out as a primary issue for mo-

bile accessibility (Ross et al., 2018, 2017). More

than half of image-based elements have missing

captions (Ross et al., 2018). Beyond image-based

ones, our analysis of a UI corpus here showed that

a wide range of elements have missing captions.

Existing tools for examining and fixing missing

captions (AccessibilityScanner, 2019; AndroidLint,

2019; Zhang et al., 2018, 2017; Choo et al., 2019)

require developers to manually compose a language

description for each element, which imposes a sub-

stantial overhead on developers.

We propose widget captioning, a novel task to

automatically generate captions for UI elements1

based on their visual appearance, structural proper-

ties and context (see Figure 1). This task is analo-

gous to image captioning that generates language

descriptions for images, e.g., Xu et al. (2015);

Lin et al. (2014). However, widget captioning

1We use widgets and elements interchangeably.
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raises several unique challenges. User interfaces

are highly structural while traditional image cap-

tioning mostly focus on raw image pixels. Wid-

get captioning is concerned with describing indi-

vidual elements in the UI rather than the entire

UI screen, while the entire screen provides useful

contextual information for widget captioning. We

target language generation for a broad set of UI

elements, rather than only image-based ones. As

we will show in our data analysis, many non-image

elements also suffer the lack of captions. These

challenges give rise to several interesting modeling

questions such as how to combine both structural

and image input and how to effectively represent

each modality.

We start by processing and analyzing a mo-

bile UI corpus. We then create a large dataset

for widget captioning by asking crowd workers

to annotate a collection of UI elements in the cor-

pus. Based on this dataset, we train and evaluate

a set of model configurations to investigate how

each feature modality and the choice of learning

strategies would impact caption generation qual-

ity. Our champion model that is based on a Trans-

former (Vaswani et al., 2017) to encode structural

information and a ResNet (He et al., 2015) for im-

age input is able to produce accurate captions for

UI elements based on both automatic and human

evaluation. In summary, the paper makes the fol-

lowing contributions:

• We propose widget captioning as a task for au-

tomatically generating language descriptions

for UI elements in mobile user interfaces; The

task raises unique challenges for modeling

and extends the popular image captioning task

to the user interface domain.

• We create a dataset for widget captioning via

crowdsourcing2. It contains 162,859 captions

created by human workers for 61,285 UI el-

ements across 21,750 unique screens from

6,470 mobile apps. Our analysis on the miss-

ing captions and the linguistic attributes of

collected captions contribute new knowledge

for understanding the problem.

• We investigate a set of model configurations

and learning strategies for widget captioning;

our benchmark models leverage multimodal

input including both structural information

2Our dataset is released at https://github.com/google-
research-datasets/widget-caption.

and images of user interfaces3. They are able

to generate accurate captions for UI elements,

and yet leave enough room for improvement

for future research.

2 Related Work

The lack of captions or alternative text has been a

universal problem in user interfaces, ranging from

mobile apps to web pages (Ross et al., 2018, 2017;

Gleason et al., 2019; Guinness et al., 2018). Based

on an analysis of an Android UI corpus (Deka et al.,

2017), Ross et al. (2018) revealed that a significant

portion of image-based buttons lack alternative text.

By examining a broader set of UI elements, we

found missing captions is a general issue across UI

element categories.

Automatic image captioning has been a classic

task where a model learns to generate language

descriptions for images, which has gained sub-

stantial progress with the advance of deep learn-

ing (Hodosh et al., 2013; Donahue et al., 2017;

Karpathy and Li, 2014; Xu et al., 2015; Lin et al.,

2014), and the availability of datasets such as

Flickr30K (Young et al., 2014) and MS-COCO (Lin

et al., 2014). In contrast to image captioning, wid-

get captioning that we propose is concerned with

describing individual elements in the context of

the UI screen. In addition to image input, widget

captioning has access to UI structures such as view

hierarchies. These raise unique modeling opportu-

nities for multimodal captioning.

Many image captioning models (Xu et al., 2015;

Sharma et al., 2018) involve an encoding net and

a language generation net. The encoding net is

typically a deep Convolutional Neural Network

(CNN) (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) that encodes the

image input as a collection of latent vector repre-

sentations. The generation net is often an auto-

regressive decoding model, enhanced with neural

attention. For widget captioning, the encoding net

needs to encode multimodal input that include both

images and UI structures. For UI structure encod-

ing, recent work (Li et al., 2020) investigated both

Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) (Niepert

et al., 2016) and Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)

and showed that a Transformer encoder gives better

performance on the task, which we will use in this

work.

Our learning strategy is akin to BERT (Devlin

3Our model code is released at https://github.com/google-
research/google-research/tree/master/widget-caption.
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et al., 2019) that uses the words in the same sen-

tence to predict those missing using Transformer,

to learn a contextual word representation. In our

case, we use the information of elements in the

same screen context to predict those with miss-

ing captions. To generate captions, based on the

encoder output, we run multiple instances of the

decoding model in parallel, one for each element

to be captioned.

3 Creating the Widget Caption Dataset

We first create a mobile UI corpus, and then ask

crowd workers to create captions for UI elements

that have missing captions, which is followed by a

thorough analysis of the dataset.

3.1 Creating a Mobile UI Corpus

We create a mobile UI corpus based on RICO, a

public dataset of Android user interfaces, which

has 66K screens collected from human users inter-

acting with Android devices (Deka et al., 2017),

which include top apps selected broadly from vari-

ous categories in Google Play Store. We expanded

the dataset using a crawling robot to perform ran-

dom clicks on mobile interfaces, which added 12K

novel screens to our corpus. Each screen comes

with both a screenshot JPG/PNG image and a view

hierarchy4 in JSON. The view hierarchy is a struc-

tural tree representation of the UI where each node

has a set of properties such as content description,

class information, visibility, and bounding boxes.

3.1.1 Preprocessing the UI Corpus

We first exclude UI screens with missing or inac-

curate view hierarchies, which could occur when

Android logging is out of sync. This filtering step

was conducted by asking crowd workers to visually

examine each UI and confirm that the bounding

boxes of all the leaf nodes in the hierarchy match

the UI elements shown on the screenshot image.

We focus on leaf nodes because most interactive

elements are leaf nodes. The filtering process re-

sulted in 24,571 unique screens from 6,853 mobile

apps.

We then select UI elements that are visible and

clickable because they are responsible for many of

the interaction tasks. Similar to previous work, we

consider an element missing captions when both

its contentDescription and text proper-

ties in the view hierarchy are missing, according to

4https://developer.android.com/

reference/android/view/View

the Android accessibility guideline5. Screen read-

ers such as the TalkBack service1 rely on these

fields to announce the widget. Overall, in our

dataset, there are 74,379 UI elements with missing

captions, across 10 categories of UI elements (see

Figure 3).

3.1.2 Understanding Missing Captions

Previous work analyzed missing captions for

image-based elements (Ross et al., 2018). We in-

clude all types of elements in our dataset and anal-

ysis (see Appendix A). The results from analyzing

image-based elements in our corpus are compa-

rable to previous analysis, i.e., 95% of Floating

Action Buttons, 83% of Image Views, and 57%

of Image Buttons have missing captions. Beyond

these image-based elements, we found that missing

captions is a serious issue for other types of el-

ements as well (see Figure 3). More than 50%

of the Switch, Compound Button, Check

Box and Toggle Button have missing cap-

tions. 24.3% of the screens have none pre-existing

captions.

3.2 Crowdsourcing Widget Captions

To best match the target scenario of predicting for

elements with missing captions, we asked crowd

workers to created captions for these elements,

which are used as labels for training and testing.

Because pre-existing captions in the corpus are not

always correct, they are used as model input, to

provide the context, but not as output.

We developed a web interface for crowd work-

ers to create language descriptions for UI elements

that have missing captions. The interface shows

a screenshot of the mobile interface, with the UI

element that needs to be captioned highlighted (see

Appendix B). Workers can input the caption us-

ing a text field, or indicate that they cannot de-

scribe the element. In the annotation guidelines,

we asked the workers to caption the element for

vision-impaired users to understand its functionali-

ties and purposes. The captions need to be concise

but more descriptive than generic words such as

“button” or “image”. We recruited over 5,454 work-

ers from Amazon Mechanical Turk6 over multiple

batches. While the elements to be labeled by each

worker are randomly selected, we instrumented the

task in the way such that a worker can only label

5https://developer.android.com/guide/

topics/ui/accessibility/apps
6mturk.com

https://developer.android.com/reference/android/view/View
https://developer.android.com/reference/android/view/View
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/ui/accessibility/apps
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/ui/accessibility/apps
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each unique element once, and each element is

labeled by 3 different workers.

3.3 Data Analyses

Human workers can skip elements when they were

not sure how to describe them. For all the elements

of each type given to workers, the percentage of

elements being captioned ranges from 75% to 94%

(see Figure 3). In particular, the View type has

the lowest labeling ratio of 75%, which we suspect

that elements with the View type, a generic wid-

get type, tend to be quite arbitrary and are difficult

for the workers to understand. We only kept the

elements that received at least 2 captions (from dif-

ferent workers). On average, each element received

2.66 captions. In total, we collected 162,859 cap-

tions for 61,285 UI elements across 21,750 unique

screens, from 6,470 mobile apps.

Figure 2: The distribution of precision and recall for

the top 6K words of the collected captions.

To measure inter-annotator agreement, we com-

puted the word-level precision and recall for all

the words with two or more occurrences in the

collected captions (see Figure 2), as in the COCO

image captioning dataset (Chen et al., 2015). The

results were generated on about 6K words, which

amount to 98.6% of all the word occurrences in the

captions. Figure 2 shows that our corpus has rea-

sonable word-level agreement among the captions

of the same widget. Specifically, for the 6K words,

we report the mean precision and recall of every

10 consecutive words in the vocabulary. Therefore,

we have 600 data points, each representing preci-

sion/recall of 10 words. The ranks of the words

in the vocabulary sorted by word frequency are

used to color the data points. Lower rank indicates

higher word frequencies in the corpus.

0.00% 20.00% 40.00% 60.00% 80.00% 100.00%
Button (28830)

Radio Button (2759)
View (53061)

Image Button (26203)

Toggle Button (1135)
Check Box (3756)

Compound Button (716)

Image View (30336)Switch
 (442)

Floating Actio
n Button (1729)

Elements missing captions
Labeled elements of missing captions

Figure 3: The percentage of elements that have missing

captions (red) for each category and elements labeled

by MTurk workers (green). The numbers in parenthe-

ses are total counts of the elements.

3.3.1 Caption Phrase Analysis

We analyzed the distribution of caption lengths

created by human workers (see Figure 9). We found

most captions are brief, i.e., two to three words. But

a significant number of captions have more words,

which are often long-tail captions. The average

length of captions from human workers is 2.72.

Overall, the length distribution of captions created

by human workers is similar to those preexisting in

the UI corpus, which are from app developers (see

Appendix C). The latter will be used as a feature

input to the model, which we will discuss later.

The captions in our dataset include a diverse set

of phrases. The most frequent caption is “go back”

that amounts to 4.0% of the distribution. Other pop-

ular captions among the top 5 are “advertisement”

(2.4%), “go to previous” (0.8%), “search” (0.7%)

and “enter password” (0.6%).

A common pattern of the phrases we observe

is Predicate + Object. Table 1 lists the 7 com-

mon predicates and their most frequent objects. As

we can see, the phrases describe highly diverse

functionalities of the UI elements. It is difficult to

classify them into a few common categories. This

linguistic characteristics motivated us to choose se-

quence decoding for caption generation instead of

classification based on a predefined phrase vocab-

ulary. The diversity of caption phrases indicates

that widget captioning is a challenging machine

learning task.

Furthermore, these examples in Table 1 show

that, to distinguish different objects for the same

predicate, it is necessary to take into account the

screen context that the element belongs to. For ex-

ample, Figure 5 shows two examples of the “search”

predicate. The two UI elements have very similar
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Predicate Object

search location, contact, app, music, map, image, people, recipe, flight, hotel

enter password, email, username, phone, last name, first name, zip code, location, city, birthday

select image, ad, color, emoji, app, language, folder, location, ringtone, theme

toggle autoplay, favorite, menu, sound, advertisement, power, notification, alarm, microphone, vibration

share (to) article, facebook, twitter, image, app, video, instragram, recipe, location, whatsapp

download app, sound, song, file, image, video, theme, game, wallpaper, effect

close window, ad, screen, tab, menu, pop-up, notification, file, settings, message

Table 1: In our dataset, the popular predicates are often associated with a diverse set of objects that are contextually

determined.
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Figure 4: The length distribution of captions created

by human workers. The X axis shows the number of

captions and the Y axis is the lengths from 1 to ≥ 10.

images (magnifiers) although they are for search-

ing different objects. Thus context information is

critical for models to decode the correct objects.

Figure 5: Two UI elements (outlined in red) of “search”

predicate. Left: search contact; Right: search music.

3.3.2 View Hierarchy Complexities

A unique modality in widget captioning is UI struc-

tures as represented by view hierarchy trees. To

better understand the complexity of the UI struc-

tures, we analyze the size and depth of the view

hierarchy of each UI. The size of a view hierar-

chy is the total number of nodes in the hierarchy

tree, including both non-terminal nodes, i.e., layout

containers, and leaf nodes. The size distribution is

highly skewed and with a long tail towards large

view hierarchies (see the left of Figure 6). The

median size of view hierarchies is 61, with a mini-

mum of 6 and a maximum of 1,608 nodes. Many

view hierarchies have a large depth with a median

depth of 11, a minimum of 3 and a maximum of 26

(see the right of Figure 6). These show that view

hierarchies are complex and contain rich structural

information about a user interface.
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Figure 6: The histogram of log
10

transformed view

hierarchy sizes on the left, and the histogram of tree

depths on the right.

4 Widget Captioning Models

To understand the challenges and feasibility of auto-

matic widget captioning, we investigate deep mod-

els for this task. Captioning models are often de-

signed based on an encoder-decoder architecture.

We formulate widget captioning as a multimodal

captioning task where the encoder takes both the

structural information and the pixel appearance of

the UI element, and the decoder outputs the caption

based on the encodings (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Our widget captioning model takes both view

hierarchy structures and element image input, and per-

forms parallel decoding for multiple elements on the

screen missing captions. The shaded nodes represent

the elements missing captions.

4.1 Encoding the Structural Information

We hypothesize that the relationship of UI elements

on the screen provides useful contextual informa-

tion for representing each object thus benefits cap-

tioning. We use a Transformer model (Vaswani

et al., 2017) to encode the set of elements on a

screen, which learns how the representation of an

element should be affected by the others on the

screen using multi-head neural attention. The input

to a Transformer model requires both the content

embedding and positional encoding. Similar to

previous work (Li et al., 2020), we derive these

embeddings for each element on the screen in the

following manner.

Each UI element in the view hierarchy consists

of a tuple of properties. The widget text prop-

erty includes a collection of words possessed by

the element. We acquire the embedding of the

widget text property of the i-th element on

the screen, eXi , by max pooling over the embed-

ding vector of each word in the property. When

the widget text property is empty, i.e., the

element is missing a caption, a special embed-

ding, e∅, is used. With eTi , the embedding of the

widget type property (see Figure 3), and eCi ,

the embedding of whether the widget is clickable,

[eXi ; eTi ; e
C
i ] form the content embedding of the

element.

The widget bounds property contains four

coordinate values on the screen: left, top,

right and bottom, which are normalized to the

range of [0, 100). The widget dom property con-

tains three values describing the element tree posi-

tion in the view hierarchy: the sequence position

in the preorder and the postorder traversal,

and the depth in the view hierarchy tree. These

are all treated as categorical values and represented

as embedding vectors. The sum of these coordinate

embeddings form the positional embedding vector

of the element, eBi .

The concatenation of all these embeddings

forms the representation of a UI element: ei =
[eXi ; eTi ; e

C
i ; e

B
i ]W

E , where WE is the parameters

to linearly project the concatenation to the dimen-

sion expected by the Transformer model. The

output of the Transformer encoder model, hi, is

the structural encoding of the i-th element on the

screen.

4.2 Encoding Element Images

The image of an element is cropped from the UI

screenshot and rescaled to a fixed dimension, which

results in a 64x64x1 tensor, where 64x64 are

the spatial dimensions and 1 is the grayscale color

channel. The image dimension strikes a good bal-

ance for representing both small and large elements,

which preserves enough details for large elements

after scaled down and enables a memory footprint

good for model training and serving.

We use a ResNet (CNN) (He et al., 2015) to

encode an element image. Each layer in the image

encoder consists of a block of three sub layers with

a residual connection—the input of the 1st sub

layer is added to the input of the 3rd sub layer.

There are no pooling used, and instead, the last

sub layer of each block uses stride 2 that halves

both the vertical and horizontal spatial dimensions
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after each layer. At the same, each layer doubles

the channel dimension, starting from the channel

dimension 4 of the first layer. Most sub layers

use a kernel size of 3 × 3 except the initial and

ending sub layers in the first layer that use a kernel

size of 5 × 5. We will discuss further details of

model configuration for the image encoder in the

experiment section. The output of the multi-layer

CNN is the encoding vector of the element image,

which we refer to as gi for the i-th element.

4.3 Decoding Captions

We form the latent representation of the ith element

on the screen by combining its structural and im-

age encoding: zi = σ([hLi ; gi], θ
z)W z , where σ(·)

is the non-linear activation function parameterized

by θz and W z is the trainable weights for linear

projection. Based on the encoding, we use a Trans-

former (Vaswani et al., 2017) decoder model for

generating a varying-length caption for the element.

ali,1:M = Masked ATTN(xli,1:M ,W
Q
d ,WK

d ,W V
d )

xl+1

i,1:M = FFN(ali,1:M + zi, θd)

where 0 ≤ l ≤ L is the layer index and M is the

number of word tokens to decode. x0i,1:M , the in-

put to the decoder model, is the token embedding

with the sequence positional encoding. W
Q
d , WK

d ,

and W V
d are trainable parameters for computing

the queries, keys, and values. Masked ATTN in a

Transformer decoder allows multi-head attention

to only attend to previous token representations.

The element encoding, zi, is added to the attention

output of each decoding step, ali,1:M , before feed-

ing into the position-wise, multi-layer perception

(FFN), parameterized by θd. The probability distri-

bution of each token of the caption is finally com-

puted using the softmax over the output of the last

Transformer layer: yi,1:M = softmax(xLi,1:MW
y
d )

where W
y
d is trainable parameters.

There is one instance of the decoder model for

each element to be captioned. The captions for all

the elements with missing captions on the same

screen are decoded in parallel. The entire model,

including both the encoder and decoder, is trained

end-to-end, by minimizing Lscreen, the average

cross entropy loss for decoding each token of each

element caption over the same screen.

Lscreen =
1

|∇|

∑

i∈∇

1

M

M∑

j=1

Cross Entropy(y
′

i,j , yi,j)

where ∇ is the set of elements on the same screen

with missing captions and y
′

i,j is the groundtruth

token. Training is conducted in a teacher-forcing

manner where the groundtruth caption words are

fed into the decoder. During prediction time, the

model decodes autoregressively.

5 Experiments

We first discuss the experimental setup, and then

report the accuracy of our model as well as an

analysis of the model behavior.

5.1 Datasets

We split our dataset into training, validation and

test set for model development and evaluation, as

shown in Table 2. The UIs of the same app may

have a similar style. To avoid information leaks, the

split was done app-wise so that all the screens from

the same app will not be shared across different

splits. Consequently, all the apps and screens in

the test dataset are unseen during training, which

allow us to examine how each model configuration

generalizes to unseen conditions at test.

Our vocabulary includes 10,000 most frequent

words (that covers more than 95% of the words

in the dataset), and the rest of the words encoun-

tered in the training dataset is assigned a special

unknown token <UNK>. During validation and test-

ing, any <UNK> in the decoded phrase is removed

before evaluation. Since each element has more

than one caption, one of its captions is randomly

sampled each time during training. For testing, all

the captions of an element constitute its reference

set for computing automatic metrics such as CIDEr.

Split Apps Screens Widgets Captions

Training 5,170 18,394 52,178 138,342

Validation 650 1,720 4,548 12,242

Test 650 1,636 4,559 12,275

Total 6,470 21,750 61,285 162,859

Table 2: Dataset statistics.

The training, validation and test datasets have a

similar ratio of 40% for caption coverage, i.e., the

number of elements with preexisting captions with

respect to the total number of elements on each

screen, with no statistical significance (p > 0.05).

Screens with none preexisting captions exist in all

the splits.
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5.2 Model Configurations

We based our experiments on Transformer as it out-

performed alternatives such as GCNs and LSTMs

in our early exploration. We tuned our model ar-

chitectures based on the training and validation

datasets. We initialize the word embeddings with

pre-trained 400K-vocab 300-dimensional GLOVE

embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014), which are

then projected onto a 128-dimensional vector space.

To reduce the number of parameters needed in

the model, the embedding weights are shared by

both the structural encoder and the decoder. Both

the Transformer structural encoder and the Trans-

former decoder use 6 Transformer layers with a

hidden size of 128 and 8-head attention. We used a

7-layer ResNet for encoding the pixels of a target

element, where each layer consists of 3 sub layers

as discussed earlier, which in total involves 21 con-

volutional layers and the output of the final layer

is flattened into a 256-sized vector. We used batch

normalization for each convolutional layer. The fi-

nal encoding zi of an element is a 128-dimensional

vector that is used for decoding. See Appendix E

for training details.

5.3 Metrics & Results

We report our accuracy based on BLEU (uni-

gram and bigram) (Papineni et al., 2002), CIDEr

(Vedantam et al., 2015), ROUGE-L (Lin and Och,

2004) METOER (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014)

and SPICE (Anderson et al., 2016) metrics (see

Table 3). For all these metrics, a higher number

means better captioning accuracy—the closer dis-

tances between the predicted and the groundtruth

captions.

We investigate how model variations impact the

overall accuracy of captioning (Table 3). Template

Matching is an obvious baseline, which predict the

caption of an element based on its image similarity

with elements that come with a caption. We use

pixel-wise cosine similarity to compare the element

images. Although this heuristic-based method is

able to predict captions for certain elements, it

performs poorly compared to the rest of the mod-

els that use deep architectures. Pixel Only model,

which only uses the image encoding of an element,

performs significantly better than Template Match-

ing, which indicates that image encoding, gi, is a

much more efficient representation than raw pixels.

Pixel+Local, which uses both image encoding,

gi, and the structural representation computed only

based on the properties of the element, offers fur-

ther improvement on the accuracy. Our full model,

Pixel+Local+Context, uses both image encoding,

gi, and the screen context encoding, hi. It achieves

the best results, which indicate that screen con-

text carries useful information about an element

for generating its caption. Among all the structural

features, the widget text property plays an im-

portant role (see the ablation study in Appendix F).

In addition to examining the impact of input

modality on captioning quality, we compare strate-

gies of caption generation: sequence decoding

based on word tokens versus classification based

on common caption phrases. PLC Classification

model uses the same input modality and encoding

as Pixel+Local+Context but decodes a single pre-

defined phrase based on a vocabulary of top 10K

caption phrases—the same size as the token vocab-

ulary for decoding. It performed poorly compared

to the decoding-based approach.

To further validate the usefulness of the con-

text and the information from view hierarchy, we

evaluate the models on a subset of UI elements

with one of their reference caption phrases is of

the Predicate + Object pattern (see Table 1). This

subset consists of about 40% of the UI elements

from the test set (see Appendix D for details). All

the models achieve better accuracy because the

predicate-object subset consists of more common

words. Pixel+Local+Context remains the cham-

pion model, and more importantly, acquired the

most significant gain across all the metrics (see

Table 3). This indicates that context information

plays a crucial role for generating this type of

captions whose object parts need to be contextu-

ally determined. In contrast, PLC Classification

still performs worse than the champion decoding-

based model. While the subset contains more com-

mon words, their combination can form long-tail

phrases. A classification-based method such as

PLC Classification is more vulnerable to the data

sparsity of long-tail phrases.

5.4 Human Evaluation

To assess the quality of the generated phrases by

human, we asked another group of crowd workers

to manually verify the model generated captions

for the entire test set, by presenting each human

rater a caption and its corresponding element in

a UI screenshot. For each phrase, we asked three

raters to verify whether the caption phrase correctly
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Model Configuration BLEU-1 BLEU-2 ROUGE CIDEr METOER SPICE

Full Test Set

Template Matching 20.2 11.2 20.9 38.0 13.2 6.5
Pixel Only 35.6 24.6 35.6 71.3 24.9 11.2
Pixel+Local 42.6 29.4 42.0 87.3 29.4 15.3
Pixel+Local+Context (PLC) 44.9 32.2 44.7 97.0 31.7 17.6
PLC Classification 36.2 25.7 36.9 78.9 26.0 13.6

Predicate-Object Subset

Template Matching 20.8 11.2 21.3 34.5 12.6 7.5
Pixel Only 39.4 27.2 39.1 69.6 25.8 14.2
Pixel+Local 48.5 34.8 47.4 94.7 32.3 19.9
Pixel+Local+Context (PLC) 52.0 38.8 51.3 110.1 36.4 23.3
PLC Classification 38.5 27.0 38.4 78.9 26.3 16.8

Table 3: The accuracy of each model configuration on the full set and the predicate-object subset of the test dataset.

describes the functionality and purpose of the el-

ement. We compared two of our models and the

results are listed in Table 4. The overall endorse-

ment of raters for generated captions is 78.64%

for the full model and 62.42% for the Pixel Only

model. These results indicate that our model can

generate meaningful captions for UI elements. We

found shorter captions tend to receive more rater

endorsements than longer ones. The model with

context still outperforms the one without context,

which is consistent with automatic evaluation. See

examples of captions generated by our model in

Appendix G.

Model 1+ 2+ 3+

Pixel Only 81.9 61.7 43.6
Pixel+Local+Context 93.9 81.1 61.0

Table 4: The human evaluation results. N+ in the

header refers to N or more raters judge that the caption

correctly describes the element.

5.5 Error Analysis

To identify opportunities for improvements, we

conducted error analysis on 50 widgets sampled

from the validation set whose captions generated

by the model share no words with their references.

We classify these errors into the following types.

• Nearby Elements (21): The model is confused

by nearby elements on the screen, e.g., out-

putting “enter phone number” for “write street

address” on a sign-up screen.

• Similar Appearance (10): The model is con-

fused by elements with a similar appearance,

e.g., predicting “delete” for an X-shaped im-

age that is labeled as “close”.

• Too Generic (9): the model generate captions

that are too generic, e.g., “toggle on” instead

of “flight search on/off”.

• Model Correct (10): The model produces se-

mantically correct captions but treated as er-

rors due to the limitation of automatic evalua-

tion, e.g., “close” for “exit”.

There are two directions for future improvement.

One is to improve encoders for UI images and view

hierarchies to better represent UI elements. The

other is to improve data sparsity, which we want

to better address long-tail phrases by expanding

the dataset and having more elements and screens

labeled.

6 Conclusion

We present widget captioning, a novel task for au-

tomatically generating language description for UI

elements. The task is important because missing

captions is a major issue for mobile accessibility

and addressing the issue can improve accessibility

and empower language-based mobile interaction in

general. We created a large-scale dataset for this

novel task by asking human annotators to create

widget captions for a mobile UI corpus via crowd-

sourcing. We formulate widget captioning as a

multimodal captioning task where both structural

and image input are available. We experimented

with a set of models based on the dataset. The

winner configuration—a Transformer structural en-

coder coupled with a ResNet CNN—can generate

semantically meaningful captions for sparsely la-

beled elements on the screen, which shows the

feasibility of this task and opportunities for future

research.
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Figure 8: The annotation web interface for crowd workers to create captions for a UI element.

or skip the task by selecting the checkbox options

that apply when the target element is incorrectly

highlighted or cannot be described. The annotator

clicks on the Submit button at the bottom to submit

the responses.

C Phrase Distribution

There are 476,912 UI elements in the UI corpus that

come with text, which are from the app content or

created by the app developers. These constitute the

widget text feature input to the structural en-

coder to help generating descriptions for elements

with missing captions. We compare the lengths

of captions created by human workers with the

lengths of these preexisting text content. We found

the length distributions of the two sources are sim-

ilar (see Figure 9). The median length for both

sources of text content is 2. There is a larger vari-

ance in length for the preexisting text, and there

are more single-word and long descriptions. A pre-

existing caption can simply repeat the content of an

element that can be a long sentence or paragraph,

which contributes to the long tail of the distribution

(length≥ 10). A pre-existing caption can also be

generic names such as image or button, which are

undesirable for accessibility. There are a diverse

set of captions created by human workers (see Fig-

ure 10).

D Predicate-Object Phrases

We identify the Predicate + Object subset used

for evaluation in the paper as follows. First, we

collected all the verbs with frequency more than

1000 in the corpus. This resulted in 22 verbs: go,
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Figure 9: The length distribution of captions created by

human workers versus those preexisting in the UI cor-

pus. The X axis shows the number of text descriptions

and the Y axis is the lengths from 1 to ≥ 10.

select, enter, open, add, search, click, toggle, play,

view, share, close, switch, choose, show, download,

input, see, like, change, check, and turn. For these

verbs, we manually checked all their objects and

identified 194 nouns that are likely to require con-

textual and structural information from the view

hierarchy to decode (see Table 1 in the paper). Fi-

nally, the Predicate + Object captions were iden-

tified as the ones that contain at least one of the

22 verbs and one of the 194 nouns and appear at

least twice in the corpus. As a result, 1850 (40.6%)

widgets in the test dataset have Predicate + Object

captions in their references and thus are selected

as the Predicate + Object subset for evaluating the

model performance, as reported in the main paper.

E Model Configurations & Training

Template Matching is based on a Nearest-Neighbor

approach where all the examples in the training

dataset are used as templates. Given an element to

be captioned in the test dataset, the caption of the

most similar template, based on cosine similarity

between their pixel values, is used as the prediction.
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Model Configuration BLEU-1 BLEU-2 ROUGE CIDEr METOER SPICE

Full Validation Set

Template Matching 19.5 10.1 20.1 35.2 12.6 5.8
Pixel Only 35.8 23.9 35.9 70.7 24.6 10.8
Pixel+Local 41.1 27.8 40.1 81.4 27.2 13.3
Pixel+Local+Context (PLC) 44.6 30.2 43.9 91.8 29.9 16.3
PLC Classification 36.2 24.4 36.7 76.3 25.4 12.9

Predicate-Object Subset

Template Matching 19.0 8.9 19.2 27.0 10.9 6.4
Pixel Only 38.2 24.4 38.0 64.0 23.8 13.0
Pixel+Local 45.1 30.3 43.5 80.9 27.9 17.0
Pixel+Local+Context (PLC) 51.0 35.1 49.7 100.3 32.9 21.7
PLC Classification 38.9 26.6 38.9 76.9 26.0 16.7

Table 5: The accuracy of each model configuration on the full set and the predicate-object subset of the validation

dataset.

Ablation BLEU-1 BLEU-2 ROUGE CIDEr METOER SPICE

− Text 40.5 27.7 40.7 82.3 28.6 14.2
− Position 43.4 30.8 43.6 93.8 30.8 16.2
− Widget Type 44.3 30.9 43.6 92.1 30.3 16.4
− Clickable 44.8 31.8 43.8 95.0 30.8 16.5
− Dom 44.4 31.3 44.0 94.8 30.9 16.9

Full model 44.9 32.2 44.7 97.0 31.7 17.6

Table 6: The ablation study results for the Pixel+Local+Context model.

For Pixel+Local, the structural encoding is com-

puted by feeding the element embedding, ei, into a

multi-layer perceptron that is followed by a linear

projection: φ(ei, θe)We where φ(·) is a multi-layer

perceptron parameterized by θe, and We are train-

able parameters for the linear projection.

We pre-trained the ResNet image encoder using

a denoised auto-encoder approach (Vincent et al.,

2008). Pre-training allows us to leverage the im-

ages of all the elements instead of only those with

caption labels. In particular, to reconstruct an im-

age, we used 5 layers of transposed convolution

where each layer has a residual connection archi-

tecture that is similar to the encoder part (that is

discussed in the main paper). The reconstruction

part of the model is discarded once the image en-

coder is trained.

We implemented our model in TensorFlow (Ten-

sorFlow, 2017), and all the input and evaluta-

tion pipelines in Python. We tuned our mod-

els on a range of hyperparameters, including

the hidden sizes (64, 128, 256 and 512), the

number of encoder/decoder hidden layers (2, 4

and 6), widget text pooling (max, mean and

sum), and the Transformer hyperparameter learn-

ing rate constant (0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 2.0).

We trained our model on 4 Tesla V100 GPU cores

with asynchronous training with a batch size of

64 (screens) for all the models, which are all con-

verged in less than 2 days. The model is trained,

using the Adam optimizer, until it converges with a

scheduled learning rate—a linear warmup followed

by an exponential decay. We followed other model-

ing choices from the Transformer paper (Vaswani

et al., 2017). The number of parameters for Pixel

Only, Pixel+Local, Pixel+Local+Context (PLC)

and PLC Classification are 3.73M, 4.24M, 5.33M

and 5.33M respectively. The performance of all the

model configurations on the validation dataset are

shown in Table 5.

F Ablation Study

To investigate how different information in the view

hierarchy contribute to the model performance, we

conducted an ablation study by removing features

in the UI element representation. As showed in

Table 6, each feature contributes to the overal per-

formance of the model. Particularly, removing the

text feature resulted in the largest drop in accuracy.

G Captioning Examples

A collection of examples of captions generated by

the models versus those created by human workers

from the held-out test dataset are shown in Fig-

ure 11 and 12.
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Figure 10: The distribution of captions by their first four words for the top 300 unique captions. The ordering of

the words in a caption starts from the center and radiates outwards. The arc length is proportional to the number of

captions containing the word.
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Prediction: go to next
References: next, skip button, toggle go
to next option

Prediction: enter password
References: text box, type your pass-
word

Prediction: profile picture
References: edit profile, edit profile
photo, go to profile picture

Prediction: share on facebook
References: facebook icon, facebook
logo, see facebook page

Prediction: select color
References: change color to teal, choose
the color, pick a color

Prediction: close window
References: exit page, exit screen, exits
out of current screen

Figure 11: Widget captioning examples: the model predicted caption versus the reference captions labeled by

human workers for the highlighted element in each screenshot.
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Prediction: toggle remember me option
References: check box for keep me
logged in, check box to stay logged in,
toggle check

Prediction: check to agree to terms and
conditions
References: accept, accept terms and
conditions checkbox, toggle a select op-
tion

Prediction: go to advertisement
References: select advertisement, view
advertisement

Prediction: go to location
References: choose location, open loca-
tion settings, view map

Prediction: save
References: save, save image, save tem-
plate

Prediction: play music
References: playing audio, stop sound

Figure 12: More examples: the model predicted caption versus the reference captions labeled by human workers

for the highlighted element in each screenshot.


